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Short Abstract
Gentrification is defined as a process of changing the character of a

neighbourhood through the influx of more affluent residents and businesses.
Post-industrial areas in particular attract developers for their large vacant plots and
large-scale empty spaces. This paper explores the fact that gentrification is not only
a matter of rising housing prices or changing lifestyles introduced by a different
(urban) mind-set with a strict separation between the private and the public but most
of all a dramatic change of spatial configurations in slowly grown neighbourhoods.
We will take a close look at the impact of this process through the cases of the
post-industrial hamlets of Hellegat and Noeveren situated on the north bank of the
river Rupel in Belgium where the cuesta extends.

Abstract
Gentrification is defined as a process of changing the character of a

neighbourhood through the influx of more affluent residents (and businesses).
Post-industrial areas in particular attract developers for their large vacant plots and
large-scale empty spaces.

This paper explores the fact that gentrification is not only a matter of rising housing
prices or changing lifestyles introduced by a different (urban) mind-set with a strict
separation between the private and the public but most of all a dramatic change of
spatial configurations in slowly grown neighbourhoods explicated through two main
urbanisation forces that impact these post-industrial zones: privatisation and
capsularisation. The conceptualisation of these two forces is spatially translated in
free-standing building blocks with their own surrounding garden. We will take a close
look at the impact of this process through the case of the post-industrial hamlet of
Noeveren, as a conservation area— situated on the north bank of the river Rupel
where the cuesta extends. The Rupel region in the Province of Antwerp, in Belgium
covers different municipalities such as Boom, with the hamlet Noeveren. The unique
aspect of this post-industrial landscape lies in the clear examples of human
interference with natural geological processes; the entire region is marked by
centuries of clay extraction and the presence of the brick manufacturing industry with
numerous former clay quarries spread across the landscape. The industrial and
urban decline of the 1970’s, lead to extensive, disused factory sites.
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Noeveren is characterised by a historically grown subtle permeate fabric of informal
and formal collective spaces. The current mobility system in the hamlet of Noeveren,
is closely related to the historical characteristics of the Rupel Region with important
heritage clusters. The intrinsic qualities of the site, in the presence of water,
spontaneously grown vegetation in the former clay pits and the brick work
constructions together with the spatial composition, guarantee the quality of life
expressed in living (of humans and fauna and flora), working and recreating in the
area. However, most importantly, the actual significance of the place is closely linked
with the social mesh that overlaps with the historical structure of the hamlet
composed of alternating rows and clusters of workmen’s houses and former
industrial sites with large halls, positioned an average walking distance of 400
meters from each other. The traditional rights-of-way—footpaths across the clay pits
and inner streets on privately-owned land, passages from the workers’ houses to the
factories that the residents had the right to walk no matter whose property they
traversed—were originally necessary for work and living. Today these commons
facilitate fortuitous encounters. Residents (long-time residents as well as
newcomers) traverse their familiar environment and unconsciously appropriate it.
This is done through recourse to a mental map established through trial and error, by
experience and by reading the signposts—which is what built heritage structures
clearly are. People can feel a bond with the historical and material layering of the
place and immaterial attachments to the heritage site develop slowly over time.

Unfortunately proposals for new developments of multi-family housing on
inappropriate locations along the green and vacant northern riverbank overlook and
even turn their backs on the existing living community. They neglect the fragile
spatial and social fabric and reframe the collectively-used space by explicitly
delimiting the private plots due to a different landscaping or by defining the
boundaries of their private territory using hedges and fences, obstructing an ancient
right-of-way which grew over time. They so limit the ability to trespass from
hinterland to the river, which alienates the local people from their living environment.
Additionally, the material remains of its industrial past risk becoming isolated artifacts
because they lack their relationship with the landscape as it increasingly becomes
shredded.

This paper will stress the importance of the inseparable link between the historical
characteristics of the post-industrial heritage landscape, the intrinsic qualities of the
place and the quality of life and the actual significance and social mesh related to the
historical structure of the place. Accessing a local community’s connections to their
surrounding environment and recognising and acknowledging the role that heritage
plays here is critical because people’s relationships with places of which built
heritage is an integrated part are key to the contemporary policy issues surrounding
(social) sustainability to avoid gentrification. Additionally, spatial planning of a
post-industrial site must go hand- in-hand with ecological issues, such as water and
green management, and its related eco-systems and biotopes.
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In the case of Noeveren, it is specifically the commons, which can only be
understood through intense fieldwork and close interaction with local actors, that is
key of the future development. They underline the cultural and social meaning of the
heritage site as a slowly grown historical example of the so-called 20-minute
neighborhoods (Melbourne) or the superblocks in Barcelona, mini city quarters of
400 x 400 m in which living locally is the new way of living. Post-industrial places as
meaningful locations can form a bridge linking the past to the future in a sensitive
way.
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